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Stock Traders’ & Investors’ Wrap

Your Free Wrap today is an
Extract from Edition 545 of Jim Berg’s Mentoring- style
‘Investing & Online Trading’ Report

Why NOT to Blindly Follow “Experts’ Picks” - 4 Key Steps
By Jim Berg and John Atkinson
Each week, in our Investing and Online Trading Report, we provide an exercise for Members to
carry out, called ‘How to Filter Experts Picks’ in which we write;
“The beginning of each calendar year brings out numerous share ‘lists’. Brokers, newsletters
and magazines each publish lists of companies that have the “….potential to produce excellent
returns over the next 12 months….”
In this section, ‘How to filter a List of Experts Picks’ - we show how to determine which shares
- as recommended by ‘experts’ - pass Jim’s rules. Jim provides a tutorial each week for you to
complete, with the results of his own analysis the following week….”
The most important aim of this exercise is for you to learn how to take any list of stocks from
any so called ‘expert’ or ‘hot tip’ and be able to filter them to determine which (if any) of those
shares:
1) Are in a rising trend – and to set aside the rest for now, then to see which of those
rising shares
2) Pass Jim’s structured and proven rules with ‘Weight-of-Evidence’ – so you will know
which of those shares to buy right now
and to put the remaining rising stocks on a watch list to check if any pass in the next few
weeks
Today we will look at one such ‘Experts’ list as a real life example of why it is so vital to carry
out this exercise on all watch lists which come your way, so that you can help put the odds of
success in your favour.
This is rather than simply buying a stock because it is recommended on an ‘Experts List’ - and
end up buying into (and even worse holding) a falling trend and risk losing large chunks of
your capital as a result.
On Page 22 of this week’s Edition 545, Philip van Doorn writes;
“…If you had followed the advice of Wall Street analysts in January (2015) and bought their
favourite 10 stocks at that time, you would have gotten creamed…...
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“ First, a painful look back
Back in January, we listed the 10 stocks with the highest implied upside potential among S&P
500 (SPX) companies with majority “buy” or equivalent ratings.
Here’s how that list has performed since we pulled it on Jan. 5:

“…One winner in 10 picks is a terrible record. Analysts may have been slow to believe that the
47% plunge in crude prices during the second half of 2014 was more than a typical market
disruption….”
Yes we agree 1 winner in 10 picks is a terrible record.
Even worse, is that if an investor, with no education from Jim, had blindly believed these Wall
Street analysts’ recommendations and had bought and held equal sized positions in these 10
so called ‘expert’ picks for 2015, then on average he / she would have lost 36.2% of their
funds invested over the year!
The Table above shows:
9 of the 10 picks gave losses of –26% to – 71%!
Of those nine, 8 had already lost –10% to – 36% in 2014
In contrast, if the same ‘Buy and Hold’ investor had used Jim’s ‘Weight-of-Evidence’ approach
to filter this ‘Expert’s Pick’s List back in January 2015, he/she would have:
Seen that all 10 of them were in falling trends at the end of 2014, so would have
Culled out every stock from that list
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The following charts show 2 examples from that 2015 “Experts Picks” List:
Example 1: Freeport – McMoRan (FCX) was in a falling trend at the end of 2014. The
closing price was below a falling moving average and was making pivot point lower highs and
lower lows.

FCX Weekly Chart
Subsequent price action shows a continuation of the downtrend.

FCX Weekly Chart
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Example 2: Wynn Resorts (WYNN) was in a falling trend at the end of 2014. The closing
price was below a falling moving average and was making pivot point lower highs and lower
lows.

WYNN Weekly Chart
Subsequent price action shows a continuation of the downtrend.

WYNN Weekly Chart
This article shows the importance of NOT blindly following “Experts’ Picks”.
To do so, in this case, would have meant a ‘Buy and Hold’ Investor would have lost 36.2% of
their funds during 2015.
In comparison, an investor/trader using Jim Berg’s common sense ‘Weight-of-Evidence’
approach would have followed these 4 key steps to help put the odds of success in their
favour:
1) Found that each of the ‘Experts Picks” was in a falling trend at the end of 2014, so
2) Culled each of the 10 stocks listed and
3) Would NOT have been interested until any of them had turned back into confirmed
rising trends
4) Protected their capital until better opportunities presented themselves
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Jim Berg invites to become a Member of his
weekly mentoring-style Report - so you will know:
 WHICH stocks /shares to Buy
 WHEN to Buy and, most importantly
 WHEN to SELL
Tap into Jim Berg’s 30+ years Trading & Investing experience
Follow Jim’s ‘Weight-of-Evidence’ Rules, his practical educational
exercises and USA and Australia notional Portfolios each week
“To climb a mountain quickly, everyone needs a Sherpa to
lighten the load and help them get where they want to
go.” (Taki Moore)
Test and measure on paper for as long as you like --before you put a
single dollar more in the market. Prove it to yourself.
Join today and you will also receive this FREE Bonus Welcome Package, worth $194:
Jim Berg’s Stock Selection Tool (usually $97)
Jim’s co-authored Trading Plan Guide (usually another $97)
All with:
30 Day 'No Nonsense' 100% Money Back Guarantee if you are
not 100% satisfied with your first 4 weekly Editions.
No Lock-in Contract – so you may cancel at any time
No matter what experience level or age you are, or which country you live in,
Jim Berg's weekly Report will $ave you time, money and aggravation.
To start your training with Jim Berg today, Click Here Now >>>>
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Have You Watched Your
3 FREE Trading Video Mini Course
from Jim Berg?
Click on these links now to view:

Your Free Video #1 
Your Free Video #2 
Your Free Video #3 
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Did You Enjoy today’s Traders’ & Investors’ Wrap? If so,
Please email this on and share it with your friends
They'll appreciate it and so will we! Please do not spam, thank you.
If you have been sent this by a friend, we invite you to sign up to our complimentary
Traders’ & Investors’ Club
at www.ShareTradingEducation.com - to receive your:




Future copies of our periodical Wrap - sent directly to you, with our compliments
Jim Berg’s Complimentary AUDIO MP3 - ‘3 Steps to Successful Investing’
Many unadvertised Bonus Gifts
To YOUR Success - from Jim Berg and the ShareTradingEducation.com team
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